How to Review Papers
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For academic meta-jokes:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/reviewer2/
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“How not to be Reviewer #2 (https://amlbrown.com/2015/11/10/how-not-to-be-reviewer-2/)”
- Ashley Brown, U. of Utaha

Who is the Reviewer #2?
✘ “Literally, Reviewer 2 is the anonymised moniker given to the
second peer to review a research paper. In common parlance,
Reviewer 2 can be summarised as possessing the following
qualities:
○ Grumpy, aggressive
○ Vague, unhelpful, inflexible
○ Overbearingly committed to a pet discipline
○ Overly focused on a particular methodology
○ Unwilling to give the benefit of the doubt
○ Unwilling to view the authors of a submitted paper as peers”
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What is peer review?
✘ Evaluation of work by one or more people of similar competence to
the producers of the work (=peers) – Wikipedia
✘ Scholarly peer review helps editors and program chairs to decide
whether to publish/accept specific work
✘ Reviewers work for free (also editors and chairs) – perhaps the
weirdest part of any academic’s job to laymen’s eyes
✘ It has appeared 300 years ago (Philosophical Transactions of Royal
Society, editor Henry Oldenburg 1618-1677)
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Why should we do peer review?
✘ Ensures and even improves the quality, value, and integrity of
scientific communication
✘ Only the experts in the same domain can provide sufficiently
detailed yet impartial opinions
✘ If you do not care about quality of other’s work, eventually everyone
will stop caring about your work as well
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Why should we do peer review?
✘ Scientific ideals aside, certain events just won’t happen without
peer review: we need the “circle of kindness”
○ CHI 2019: 3,784 abstracts, out of which 2,966 full papers
submitted (CHI 2018: 2,651 reviewers wrote 5,105 reviews)
○ ICSE 2019: 1,447 reviews written by 132 reviewers for 504 nondesk-rejected submissions
○ NIPS 2017: 3,240 submissions, 679 accepted
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OK, what do I get to review?
✘ Either by bidding and assignment from chairs (conferences), or by
invitation (journals)
✘ Number of papers you get to review varies a LOT by communities
and venues: e.g., anything between 2~5 to 20+ per conference
✘ IF you are part of a major conference in your area, this should be a
big commitment for that year
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Process of serving as a TPC member
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get invited into the PC of an
upcoming event (Yay!)
Accept or decline. If accepted:
Advertise the event
Read the reviewer guidelines
Do the bidding
Check the papers assigned to
you

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Upload reviews by deadline
Participate in the discussion
Read rebuttal, edit reviews
Discuss and converge
Write metareview if needed
Communicate shepherding
Vote for award winners
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Process of serving as a Journal Reviewer
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get invited into to review a
paper
Accept or decline.
If declined, provide an
alternative
If accepted, do the review

5.
6.
7.

Upload your review
After notification, read other
reviews
If a revision is submitted,
repeat 4-6
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How to review papers
✘
✘
✘
✘

Read hard
Think hard
Write hard (a la Feynman Algorithm)
More seriously, everyone has his/her own approach, there is no set
rule on HOW you should do it
✘ But there are some guidelines on what good reviews should be like
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Reading for Reviewing
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Technical Soundness/Correctness (THE main research question)
Originality
Consistency
Evidence
Readability
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Typical Questions During the First Skim
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

What is exactly the problem authors are solving?
Is the question correctly formulated?
Is this the right technique? Not outdated?
Is the sampling unbiased?
Is there an over-claim?
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Second reading: picking up the pieces
✘
✘
✘
✘

Are they measuring the right thing as supporting evidence?
Is everything clearly defined?
What does this acronym stand for?
Does anything require specific assumptions and, if so, are they
realistic?
✘ Are the citations to the point?
✘ Basically anything that you need to deep-dive to measure the
exact message contained in the submission
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The Third Overall Pass
✘ Meta-concerns
○ Flow of sections (is it better to have Section 5 before 3?)
○ Readability (are figures too small?)
○ Formatting (any weird formatting errors, orphans, etc)
○ Language
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Typical Structure of a Review
✘
✘
✘
✘

Summary of the Submission
Major Comments
Minor Comments
Overall Assessment
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Summary of Submission
✘ Somewhat similar to rewriting abstract, if you squint. Except that:
○ You write from the referee’s perspective (no need to “sell” it)
○ You can be very direct (everyone involved is supposed to be an
expert)
○ You should cover all major points: what the problem is, what the
proposed solution/technique is and why it is supposed to work,
what the evaluation method is, and what the overall result is.
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Major Comments
✘ This is where you discuss the big problems. For example:
○ “I am surprised that the issue of precision is only casually
mentioned in a footnote.”
○ “GenProg is inherently stochastic, yet the description of the
empirical study does not mention any repetitions or statistic
treatment.”
○ “The design of the fitness function appears a little bit strange to
me.”
✘ Any issue that is serious enough for you to consider not accepting
the paper as it is.
✘ Issues should be based on what is public at the time!
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Major Comments
✘ Be specific
○ State your concerns and requests as clearly as possible
○ Link your comment to specific locations in the paper
○ Give actionable feedback and clear reasons for the outcome
✘ Be objective
○ Separate strictly personal taste/belief from evaluation of
findings
✘ Be fair and on point
○ Common mistake is to criticize a paper for not solving another
problem you find more interesting
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Itemised Pros and Cons
✘ In some cases, you are supposed to include a pros and cons list in
the review. For example:
○ “pros
■ An interesting idea.
○ cons
■ Motivation is not clear.
■ Can be seen as an extension of Sketch tool.”
✘ Ensure that each point is backed up by longer main text
✘ Find and include at least one of each J
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Separation of Concerns
✘ In other cases, you may be required to discuss specific aspects of
the submission, set out by the reviewing criteria. For example:
✘ “In summary, this is a well thought-out technique, but it seems like its practical benefits may
have to be empirically evaluated.

Soundness: the idea itself is well thought-out, but since the current evaluation is simulation
based, whether it works as expected remains to be seen.
Significance: significance may be limited to organisations whose CI scale is big
enough to benefit from this.
Novelty: shuffling commit order in CI for earlier fault detection is a novel idea.
Replicability: authors plan to release the Travis CI data (Rails) later; there is no mention of the
prioritisation algorithm/tool.
Presentation Quality: overall very well written; I would rewrite some paragraphs in Section I for
clarity.”
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Minor Comments
✘ This is where you list:
○ Obvious mistakes and typos
○ Suggestion for better phrasing/writing
○ Readability concerns
○ Simple clarifications that would not affect the main flow
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Reviewer Expertise
✘ When reviewer expertise is limited (as in conference TPC), you are
supposed to evaluate your own expertise
○ High / medium / low
○ Expert / knowledgeable / informed outsider
✘ Better be conservative
○ Sometimes the expertise level is used to weight the scores, so
this does matter
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Calibration
✘ Different venues have different levels of prestige
✘ It is impractical to expect the same level of quality across all venues
BUT!
✘ Ideally, do not comprise on internal quality of the paper
✘ Rather, calibrate on problem scope (a small niche research solidly
done and sent to 2nd/3rd tier venue is better than a grand theme
research sloppily done and sent to the top venues, IMHO)
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Time Management
✘ Tune your estimation – as you review more papers, you should
develop a feel for how long a typical conference/journal review
should take you
✘ Set aside time accordingly, if you’re ever invited to review
✘ Conferences set hard review deadlines; journals have (softer)
deadlines – try to be on time (I am terribly guilty on this one myself)
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Understanding the Game
✘ Different venues and communities have different expectations on
reviewers; there are also norms and conventions
○ For journals, original reviewers are usually expected to review
the revised manuscript
○ Conference TPC chairs usually set out reviewer guidelines: read
carefully and follow the rules. Pay due diligence to rebuttal
process. Participate in discussions.
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Reviewing Systems
✘ Usually the same “conference management” system facilitates the
paper submission and reviewing (makes it easier to manage CoIs,
etc)
✘ You need to get familiar with the major systems in your area: both
as an author and as a reviewer!
○ easyChair (commercial license required if your event is big)
○ HotCRP (open source)
○ Linklings
○ OpenReview
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Peer Review Ethics
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Professional Responsibility: do not compromise academic integrity
Conflicts: declare any competing interests
Timeliness: be punctual despite doing an unpaid job
Confidentiality: do not use information obtained during peer review
Accountability: only write what you can back up
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On/Offline Discussion
✘
✘
✘
✘

Be available and on time
Be firm but polite
Do not be afraid to legitimately change your mind
When in doubt about any behavior, consult the chairs
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Metareview
✘ Some conferences appoint an additional reviewer to write a
metareview/summary review
✘ The purpose is to provide a wholesome summary of the review
process
○ What were the mostly discussed issues, and what tipped the
decision?
○ If applicable, what should the authors focus for CR, or even
shepherding?
✘ Be careful not to reveal anything (identity, specific review
contents..)
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https://xkcd.com/2025/
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Peer Esteem
✘ Invitation to TPC and journal reviewing is considered to be an
indicator of peer-esteem (i.e. how your research community thinks
of you)
✘ (As stated before) this is a noble service to the community –
consider reviewing as a positive task, not as an unpaid meaningless
labour
✘ Some venues award distinguished reviewers now
✘ There are services that track your reviewing contributions (e.g.
Publons)
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(Personal) Tips
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you
Whenever possible, review to accept rather than to reject
Do not be insulting: give constructive criticisms
Write good prose: at least here you should set an example
State the facts only – do not presume author intentions
Avoid nitpicking; don’t allow language issues to dominate your view
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Tips from the Other Side
✘ When you’re writing your paper:
○ Be very precise about what is fact and what is opinion
○ Support EVERY claim with evidence
○ Do not use hyperbole, use superlatives only for facts
○ Do not overclaim
○ Pay attention to readability
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Further Reading
✘ How to perform a peer review – Wiley (link)
✘ How to conduct a review – Elsevier (link)
✘ How to review a paper – Q&A from Science/AAAS (link)
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Summaries
✘ Reviewing is reading with opinion
(about acceptance)
✘ Give constructive comments

✘ Be wise about calibration
✘ Consider reviewing as an expression
of peer esteem
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